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CHERN-SIMONS TERM
AT FINITE DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE

A.N.Sissakian, O.Yu.Shevchenko\ S.B.Solgamk2

The Chern-Simons topological term dynamical generation in the effective action is
obtained at arbitrary finite density and temperature By using the proper time method and
perturbation theory it is shown that at zero temperature u2 = m2 is the crucial point for Chern-
Simons term So when [I2<m2, |i influence disappears and we get the usual Chern-Simons
term On the other hand, when |i2 > m2, the Chern-Simons term vanishes because of nonzero
density of background fermions In particular for massless case parity anomaly is absent at any
finite density or temperature This result holds in any odd dimension both in Abelian and in
non-Abehan cases

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR
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npOH3BO^bHOH ruiOTHOCTH H TeMnepaType FIpH HcnonbsoBaHHH MeToaa co6cTBeHHoro BpeMeHH

H TeopHH BO3MyiueHHJi noKa3aH0, I T O U 2 = m 2 smnsejcx lepHTHiecKOH TOIKOH ana <uieHa HepH-

CafiMOHca npw HyjieBOH TeMneparype TaK, npn \r < m ji-3aBHCHMOcn. Hcne3aeT H nojryMaeT-

ca o6biHHbifi wepH-caHMOHOBCKHH "tneH r ipn \i > m MepH-caHMOHOBCKMii HjieH Hcne3aeT H3-3a
ruiOTHOCTH (pOHOBux ajieKTpoHOB B nacTHOCTH, ana 6e3inaccoB0ro c/iyMaa aHO-

HeTHOCTM OTcyTCTByeT npn JIIO6OH HeHyjieBOH anoTHOCTH HJIH TeMnepaTvpe FIo^yMeH-
Hbifi pe3y^bTaT cnpaBezuTHB B ̂ KJ6OH HeneTHOMepHOH pa3MepH0CTH Kax ana a6ejieBa, TaK H ana
HeaSejieBa cnynaji

Pafxyra BkinojiHeHa B Jla5opaTopHH siaepHbix npo6jieM OHi tH

Since introduction of the Chern-Simons (CS) topological term [1] and by now, the
great number of papers devoted to it appeared Such interest is explained by variety of
significant physical effects caused by CS secondary characteristic class These are, for
example, gauge particles mass appearance in quantum field theory, applications to condense
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matter physics such as the fractional quantum Hall effect and high T superconductivity,

possibility of free of metric tensor theory construction and so on
It was shown [2—4] in a conventional zero density gauge theory, that the CS term is

generated in the Eulier-Heisenberg effective action by quantum corrections The main goal
of this paper is to explore the parity anomalous CS term generation at finite density In the
excellent paper by Niemi [5] it was emphasized that the charge density at | i / 0 becomes a
nontopological object, i e , contains as topological part so as nontopological one The
charge density at (i * 0 (nontopological, neither parity-odd nor parity-even object)* in
QEDT, at finite density contains as well parity-odd part corresponding to CS term so as
parity even part, which cannot be covanantized and does not contribute to the mass of the
gauge field Here we are interested in effect of finite density influence on covanant parity-
odd form in action leading to the gauge field mass generation — CS topological term Deep
insight on this phenomena at small densitied was done in [5,7] The result for CS term

coefficient in QED->, is th - P(/n - |i) + th - (3(m + n) (see [7], formulas (11 18)) However,

to get this result it was heunstically supposed that at small densities index theorem could
still be used and only odd in energy part of spectral density is responsible for parity
nonconserving effect Because of this in [71 it had been stressed that the result holds only
for small \i However, as we'll see below this result holds for any values of chemical
potential Thus, to obtain trustful result at any values of \i one has to use transparent and
free of any restrictions on \i procedure, which would allow to perform calculations with
arbitrary non-Abelian background gauge fields

Since the chemical potential term Hvjr/V is odd under charge conjugation we can
expect that it would contribute to P and CP nonconserving quantity — CS term As we will
see, this expectation is completely justified

The zero density approach usually is a good quantum field approximation when the
chemical potential is small as compared with characteristic energy scale of physical
processes Nevertheless, for investigation of topological effects it is not the case As we will
see below, even a small density could lead to principal effects

Introduction of a chemical potential (I in a theory corresponds to the presence of a
nonvanishing background charge density So, if |i > 0, then the number of particles exceeds
that of antiparticles and vice versa It must be emphasized that the formal addition of a
chemical potential looks like a simple gauge transformation with the gauge function \±t
However, it doesn't only shift the time component of a vector potential but also gives
corresponding prescription for handling Green's function poles The correct introduction of
a chemical potential redefines the ground state (Fermi energy), which leads to a new spinor
propagator with the correct e-prescription for poles So, for the free spinor propagator we
have (see, for example, [8,9])

2

(p0 + /£ sgn pQ) - p -m

(1)

•For abbreviation, speaking about parity invariance properties of local objects, we will keep in mind symmetries
of the corresponding action parts
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where /? = (po + |i, p) Thus, when |J. = 0, one at once gets the usual e-prescnption because

of the positivity of pQsgnp In the presence of a background Yang-Mills field we

consequently have for the Green function operator

= {yK-m)
1

' sgn (pQ)
(2)

where Sy - = pv -
Let's first consider a (2 + 1) dimensional Abelian case and choose the background field

in the form

. M 1 _ V U rr VII f^

A =~ X r , r — Const

To obtain the CS term in this case, it is necessary to consider the background current

65 „

rather than the effective action itself This is because the CS term formally vanishes for

such the choice of A^ but its variation with respect to A^ produces a nonvanishing current
So, consider

(J^ ) = ~ig u~ [y^G(x, xf))x_^ -, (3)

where

G(x, x') = exp

Let's rewrite Green function (2) in a more appropriate form

-ig j d (4)

= {yn.-m)
8((p0 + |i) sgn (pp))

tin,)2 -m2 + ie

sgn

{yri)2 -m2-tt
(5)

Now, we use the well-known integral representation of denominators

1
*0 dse*

0

which corresponds to introducing the «proper-time» s into the calculation of the Eulier-
Heisenberg Lagrangian by the Schwinger method [10] We obtain

G = (yS - m) -i j ds exp (w[(yn)2 - m2 + «e])8((p0 + |i) sgn (pQ)) +
0

J ds exp (-isititi) - m - it\)Q(-{p0 + \x) sgn (pQ) (6)
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For simplicity, we restrict ourselves only to the magnetic field case, where AQ = 0,

[SQ, S ] = 0 Then we easily can factonze the time dependent part of Green function

C \) U U V ' /

(27T.)J ' (27i)z x ' 2 n xo

By using the obvious relation
1 T ^ 1 . . . .

(8)

one gets j_ ^

(•yii - m) J
0

- 9(-(pQ + ji) sgn (p0))^ elsipo" m ' e"15"2 e ' s g o F / 2 + e"'s(Po" m2) e1571' e - s g a F / 2 | (9)

Here the first term corresponds to the usual (i-mdependent case and there are two additional
|i-dependent terms In the calculation of the current the following trace arises

= 2rt V M cos (g | V \s) + 2 sin (g\*F\s)- 2im j — sin (g | V | s),

where *F^ = e^a^F g/2 and \*F\ = vfl —E Since we are interested in calculation of the

parity odd part (CS term) it is enough to consider only terms proportional to the dual

strength tensor *F ̂  On the other hand, the term 27tvgv^ cos (g \ *F \ s) at v = 0 (see
expression for the trace, we take in mind that here there is only magnetic field) also gives

nonzero contribution to the current f [6]

'-' 2\eB\
(10)

This part of current is parity invariant because under parity B —> —B It is clear that this
parity-even object does contribute neither to the parity anomaly nor to the mass of the
gauge field Moreover, this term has been obtained [6] in the pure magnetic background and
scalar magnetic field occurs in the argument's denominator of the cumbersome function —
integer part So, the parity even term seems to be «noncovanantizable», I e , it cannot be
converted in covanant form in effective action For a parity, in papers [6] charge density
consisting of both parity-odd and parity-even parts is dubbed CS, what leads to
misunderstanding The main goal of this paper is to explore the parity anomalous
topological CS term in the effective action at finite density So, just the term proportional

to the dual strength tensor F^ will be considered The relevant part of the current reads
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— 8(—(pQ + |i) sgn (pQ))l eis^po ~ m ' e~ls7t - e~ls^po ~ m ' els7t I (11)

Evaluating two-momentum integral we derive

(12)
—oo \j

Thus, we get besides the usual CS part [3], also the (i-dependent one. It is easy to calculate
it by the use of the formula

0

and we get eventually

2

* F M [ 1 " 6 (~ ( W + W S g n ( m ) ) " 9 ( " ( / " " ^ S g n

Let's now discuss the non-Abelian case Then /4^= TaA$ in (2) and

It is well known [3,11] that there exist only two types of the constant background fields

The first is the «Abehan» type (it is easy to see that the self-interaction/0 CA^A^ disappears

under that choice of the background field)

where r\a is an arbitrary constant vector in the color space, F v ^ = Const The second is the

pure «non-Abehan» type

A^ = Const (15)

Here the derivative terms (Abehan part) vanish from the strength tensor and it contains only

the self-interaction part F^v-gfa CA^A^ It is clear that to catch Abelian part of the CS

term we should consider the background field (14), whereas for the non-Abelian (derivative
noncontaining, cubic in A) part we have to use the case (15)

Calculations in the «Abehan» case reduce to the previous analysis, except the trivial

adding of the color indices in formula (13)

J = "i—r8(wi —Li ) , F (16)
a \ m \ 4TC <*
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In the case (15) all calculations are similar The only difference is that the origin of term

a vF^v in (8) is not the linearity A in x (as in Abehan case) but the pure non-Abelian

= Const Here term a F^ in (8) becomes quadratic in A and we have

Combining formulas (16) and (17) and integrating over field A^ we obtain eventually

CII rri I

where W[A] is the CS term

This result can be obtained also with an arbitrary initial field configuration by the use
of the perturbative expansion Here we work at once in the non-Abelian case

Let's first consider non-Abelian 3-dimen-
? sional gauge theory The only graphs whose

P-odd parts contribute to the parity anomalous

CS term are shown in Fig 1

Fig I Graphs whose P-odd parts contribute to the CS
I ® i term in non-Abelian 3D gauge theory

So, the part of effective action containing the CS term looks as

p

3
x p.r

where polarization operator and vertices have a standard form

n ^(p) = g2 | tr [fs(p + k, iLrfs(k,

V r) = g3 \ tr [fS(p + r+k, ii)yvS(r + k, \L)fS(k, \i)], (20)

here the following notation is used = dxn dx and f = -r- T I First consider the
x 0 k Kn = - ~ (An>

second order term (Fig 1, graph (a)) It is well known that the only object giving us the
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possibility to construct P and T odd form in action is Levi-Chivita tensor* Thus, we will
drop all terms noncontaining Levi-Chivita tensor Signal for the mass generation (CS term)

is n^(p2 = 0)±0 So we get

After some simple algebra one obtains

where cu =(2n+ l)7i/P + i[i Performing summation we get

It is easily seen that at [3 —> °° limit we'll get zero temperature result [12]

\m\ ^' t

In the same manner handling the third order contribution (Fig \b) one gets
00 2 ~2 2

n nvoc T 3 _uvot ' V 1 f ^ ^ m ( ^ + 1 "

; C S
eff

3vAa-|^/vAa]

j: £ J —2 ^
 1

 22 , (25)
P

n n J (27i)2(? + /n2)2

and further all calculations are identical to the second order

n ^ = , £- e^a th ((3m) . , R \ , . , a , (26)
471 VK M+ch(P/n)/ch(|3m) v '

Substituting (23), (26) in the effective action (19) we get eventually

Thus, we get CS term with temperature and density dependent coefficient
Let's now consider 5-dimensional gauge theory Here the Levi-Chivita tensor is

5-dimensional e ^ v a ^ and the relevant graphs are shown in Fig 2
The part of the effective action containing CS term reads

p,r

*In three dimensions it arises as a trace of three y matrices (Pauli matrices)
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rx
(a) (b) (c)

Fig 2 Graphs whose P-odd pans contribute to the CS term in non-Abelian 5D
theory

(28)
pr

J e IX p +'
x pr

All calculations are similar to 3-dimensional case First consider third order contribution
(Fig 2a)

n ^a(p, r) = g3 J tr [y »S(p + r + k, n)yvS(r + k, \i)fS(k, ji)] (29)
k

Taking into account that trace of five y matrices in 5-dimensions is

we extract the parity odd part of the vertices

or in more transparent way
d\ 1

.5 x ^
n

Evaluating summation one comes to

Operating graphs (b) and (c) (Fig 2) in the same way one will obtain
4

(33)
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r°*° (34)

Substituting (32)—(34) in the effective action (28) we get the final result for CS in 5-
dimensional theory

f C S - . f h C R m i

x * [ VAVY+1«V A VT+1 ̂ W M ) (35)

It is remarkable that all parity odd contributions are finite as in 3-dimensional so as in
5-dimensional cases Thus, all values in the effective action are renormalized in a standard
way, i e , the renormahzations are determined by conventional (parity even) parts of
vertices

From the above direct calculations it is clearly seen that the chemical potential and
temperature dependent coefficient is the same for all parity-odd parts of diagrams and
doesn't depend on space dimension So, the influence of finite density and temperature on
CS term generation is the same in any odd dimension

where W[A] is the CS secondary characteristic class in any odd dimension Since only the
lowest orders of perturbative senes contribute to CS term at finite density and temperature
(the same situation is well known at zero density), the result obtained by using formally
perturbative technique appears to be nonperturbattve Thus, the ji-dependent CS term
coefficient reveals the amazing property of universality Namely, it does not depend on
either dimension of the theory or Abelian or non-Abelian gauge theory is studied

The arbitrariness of |X gives us the possibility to see CS coefficient behaviour at any

masses It is very interesting that p. = m is the crucial point for CS at zero temperature
Indeed, it is clearly seen from (36) that when \i. < m , [I influence disappeaars and we get
the usual CS term I c{f -n\V[A) On the other hand, when (I2 > m2, the situation is
absolutely different One can see that here the CS term disappears because of nonzero
density of background fermions We'd like to emphasize the important massless case
m = 0 considered in [7] Then even negligible density or temperature, which always take
place in any physical processes, lead to vanishing of the parity anomaly Let us stress again
that we nowhere have used any restrictions on (J. Thus we not only confirm result in [7]

for CS in QED at small density, but also expand it on arbitrary (I, non-Abelian case and
arbitrary odd dimension

In conclusion we'd like to emphasize that nevertheless there is connection between
chiral anomaly and CS term at zero density due to trace identities, at finite density this
connection is loosed That is because of different nature of these objects The chiral
anomaly is an effect of regularization, but the chemical potential doesn't introduce new
divergence in a theory So it doesn't effect on chiral anomaly On the other hand, CS term
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is essentially an effect of the finite part of the theory So as we've seen finite density and
temperature plays a crucial role in CS term generation
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